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Foreword
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 ITS offline & alignment meeting on July, 1st with several 
contributions

http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=99610

 SPD and SSD specific updates (see dedicated reports today)

 Alignment:
 Update on millipede 2 
 Alignment quality with extra-clusters 
 TPC-ITS alignment: pass2 vs pass1 

 Geometry & material budget
 SPD geometry from alignment & forward services
 Conversions in ITS materials

 PID, trackleting & tracking
 new multiplicity estimation
 trackling at low pT

 Update on ITS plane efficiency
 PID with ITS

See Mario’s and 

Domenico’s talks

I will briefly report on these 2 items



Outline 
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 Update on SDD (Francesco Prino)

 Update on trackleter and multiplicity measurement (Ruben 

Shahoyan)

 Tracking at low pT (Francesco Prino)

 Outstanding tasks

 Open Savannah bugs



SDD
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SDD noise clusters
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Run1048920 19.100 mod. 350 ev. 0

3 RecPoints from the 

same noise cluster

Charge in the 

peak lower than 

in clusters from 

particle (which 

is typically 

>~35 ADC 

counts at large 

drift times and 

>~70ADC 

counts at small 

drift times)

Noise clusters typically split into 23 separate RecPoints by the unfolding procedure
Due to the presence of few “peaks” inside the same cluster 

The resulting clusters are smaller and in many cases pass the selection on the cluster size 

 Cluster Unfolding was ON for SDD and OFF for the other 2 detectors in RecoParam



SDD: selection on charge peak
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“particle” 

clusters

“noise” 

clusters

Charge in the peak for particle clusters depends on drift time 
➫Charge diffusion. ~100 ADC close to anodes and 4050 at maximum drift distance

Charge in the peak of noisy clusters is smaller and independent from drift time

Apply a selection on cluster charge peak to cut noise clusters
➫Use a stronger cut for drift time < 2000 ns and a looser onefor d.t. > 2000 ns



SDD: Results (I)
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Run 104892 019.100

Layer 3 

Run 104892 019.100

Layer 4 

See F. Prino’s talk in http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=99305 for 

details



SDD: Results (II)
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Run 104892 019.100

Comparison of the dE/dx distribution of SDD points associated to tracks with old and new 

Cluster Finders → OK! No loss of clusters with new settings+selections



SDD Cluster Finder - summary
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 Significant improvements in the SDD Cluster Finder
 Cluster unfolding switched off 

Also code to manage folding/unfolding has been improved

 New cut on charge peak, in two intervals of drift time:

The value of charge peak is stored in the RecPoints (and TrackPoints) into a data 
member (fChargeRatio) that was not used for SDD (→ allow for fine tuning at 
analysis level)

 Improved computation of cluster size

Also added AliITSRecPoint::DecodeSDDclusterType to extract cluster size infos 
from the cluster type steors in the track points

 No efficiency loss at the level of points associated to tracks

 Included in v4-18-Rev18 used for pass2

 Next step: study clusters close to the sensor edge or to 
dead anodes



SDD correction maps
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 Correction maps:
 Account for non-homogeneities of the drift field

 Extracted from laser scans performed during SDD construction

 Enabled (for the first time) in MiniPass for 3 benchmark modules with 

large non-uniformity effects 
 Time zero and drift speed have to be properly calibrated before using these maps

 Results are promising. For pass2 on LHC10b, we enabled Maps for 11 modules.



SDD dead and noisy channels in MC
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 Good description of SDD modules in the OCDB used in simulation is a 

crucial point to have proper corrections for efficiency in the physics 

analyses

 Simulations at 900 GeV:
 Configuration of SDD modules (CalibSDD in OCDB, containing noise, gain, tag of bad anodes, 

modules chips) used in MC production prepared offline by “averaging” the ~10 calibration files 

measured in the various PEDSTAL+PULSER sequences.

 Possible because short run in stable conditions

 Simulations at 7 TeV
Longer run, many variations in the number of modules in DAQ

Decision: use CalibSDD objects from OCDB raw:// (= use directly the calibration 

files measured online in pedestal+pulser runs)



SDD: Noisy & dead @ 7 TeV
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Multiplicity estimation
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Multiplicity estimation
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 Trackleter can be invoked after normal TPC+ITS tracking by 
AliReconstruction
 Old operation mode still possible (mean vertexing)

 New (additional) features:
 Flags clusters and tracklets used by ESD tracks
 Specific V0 finder optimized for conversions and K0 decays
 Secondary rejection via a p*DCA cut (parameters taken from RecoParam)

 New method void AliESDEvent::EstimateMultiplicity(int 
&tracklets, int &trITSTPC, int trITSAPure, double eta=1., Bool_t 

useDCAFlag=kTRUE, Bool_t useV0Flag=kTRUE)

 tracklets: multiplicity estimate as before (backward compatible)
 trITSTPC: ITS+TPC +ITS_SA + tracklets not flagged as belonging to these 

tracks
 trITSSAPure: ITS_SA pure tracks +  tracklets not flagged as belonging to 

these tracks

For details see: Ruben Shaoyan’s talk in 

http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?contribId=8&materialId=s

lides&confId=99610



Multiplicity estimation
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 Measured ITS points include contributions from non flagged tracklets

 Secondary contamination           before after primary loss
 ITSSA-pure:   11% 5.2% 2.5%
 ITS/TPC/SA:              18% 5.4% 3.3%



Multiplicity summary
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 New estimators for primaries multiplicity from combined 
tracks/tracklets measurement are available and give ~40% gain 
in resolution wrt tracklets.

 Committed to the AliRoot trunk

 Updated AliMultiplicity is fully backward compatible.

 More refined estimation can 
be done in the offline analysis 
mode with progress in 
secondaries identification.

 Proposal to store tracklets pT
info in AliMultiplicity, which is 
currently missing



Standalone ITS tracking
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Standalone tracking st low pT
 Two steps in the standalone ITS tracker:
 ITS standalone track finding:
 Track finding efficiency can be improved at low pT by enlarging the search roads 

(by a factor 2 in the first tests) in 2 cases:
 Seed made of primary vertex + 1 cluster ( linear extrapolation to next layer)

 No RecPoint found in the previous layer ( larger r step)

 ITS standalone track fitting:
 Low pT reach for ITS standalone tracks with present code limited (at ≈100 MeV) 

by the fitting procedure

 Track fitting efficiency can be improved at low pt for the first inward fit (kITSin) 
by excluding the check on the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix 
(Invariant)
 The 2 successive fit steps (Back Propagation, Refit Inward) ae inefficient below 100 

MeV/c even if this check is switched off

 To be studied:
 Missing finding efficiency (≈ 10 %) at pT ≈ 150 MeV/c
 Decays, inelastic + elastic interactions

 Reason for the failure in Back Propagation (kITSout) and Refit Inward (kITSrefit)
 Contamination from fakes

ITS offline
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Track label assignment

 Updated algorithm 
for track label 
assignment
Assign the label using 

immediately all the 3 
labels of all the ITS 
clusters attached to 
the track

 Small, but non-
negligible gain in 
efficiency and small 
reduction of fakes

Committed to 
aliroot trunk (rev 
41877 + 41906), 
can be ported to 
Release

ITS offline
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Modified finder and fitter
 Test the enlarged roads in 

the ITS SA track finder + 
exclude the check of 
Invariant during the 
inward fit (kITSin)
 Big gain in efficiency 

below 150 MeV
requiring:
kITSrefit ||
(kITSin &&      

!kITSout)
 Also many fakes below 

150 MeV
 To be studied

 Use the label to distinguish 
fakes due to 
decays/interactions from 
faskes due to 
combinatorics ?

 Not yet committed in 
the trunk

ITS offline



Pions, Kaons, Protons
 Low pT reach different for 

pions, kaons and protons 

Driving variable is 

New code improves low-pT

reach for all species

21 ITS offline
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Resolutions

 Check pT and impact 

parameter resolutions with 

the modified codes with 

improved low pT efficiency

ITS offline



Tasks & Savannah bugs
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Outstanding tasks
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 QA -Implementation of simulation in QA checker 
 Existing for SDD. For SSD implemented a check on all the histogram, regardless event 

type/level for the moment. A Summer Student will work on this issues for SSD

 QA - Implementation of reconstruction in QA checker 
 implemented check of AliQAv1::kRAW for SPD and SDD

 implemented check of AliQAv1:kREC for SDD – just check on the fact that histos are 
filled

 Implemented checks on histogram filling and on the contents of specifc histograms (e.g. 
ration rec. points inner/outer, dead module numbers, average cluster size) for SPD

 QA - Implementation of reference data
 Not done, not foreseen

 SDD alignable objects from survey used in sim/rec 
 OK for rec. to be added in simulation  end of July

 QA: Extract QA data from large Monte Carlo productions
 ???? 
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Savannah bugs / 1

ITS offline

 69473: Seg fault in AliITSMultReconstructor

A protection against null vertex is needed (committed this afternoon –

rev. 42101)

 69384: Request to port to the release some changes in ITS for the 

evaluation of the ITS plane efficiency.

 68917: Improper usage of TClonesArrays in ITS – 2

Can be closed – see bug 68312

 68312: Improper usage of TClonesArrays in ITS

Now closed: the RecPoint container is now adopted also in the cluster 

finders and in the HLT CF
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Savannah bugs / 2

ITS offline

 67568: Geometry fixes for forward physics
 Several improvements
 The still missing elements are 

- some small water cooling tubes along the cone 
- a better geometry for the readout cables of the SDD end ladder cards 
- missing earth cables running around the SDD end ladder cards 

 We plan to commit these elements before the Offline Week

 66147: Very large memory allocation in ITS
 double allocation of SSD calibration object. Fixed since long time

 66143: Very large memory allocation in 
AliITSQASDDDataMakerRec::InitRecPoints()
 Fixed on Apr 21st (rev 40603)

 66087: Remove gstpar calls and put parameters in galice.cuts – ITS
 Done, but some cleaning of the AliITSGeometrySPD class is required
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Savannah bugs / 3

ITS offline

 65803: High virtual memory consumption in the ITS local 
reconstruction
 Needs to be reassesed after fixes for bug 68312

 64752: Missing OCDB entries in ITS visualization code
 SDD fix ready but not committed – SSD missing. No activity since March. 

 64367: Reconstruction stops somewhere within event 0 if ITS is missing
 Proposed solution in AliReconstruction: set fRunVertexer to kFALSE 

UNLESS ((fRunLocalReconstruction.Contains("ITS")) || 
fRunTracking.Contains("ITS")) 

 Peter will check it 

 60081: reworked SPD clusterfinder
 aim: port improvements done in HLT CF to the standard offline CF

 60032: reworked SSD clusterfinder
 aim: port improvements done in HLT CF to the standard offline CF
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